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Not a “good old Europe” anymore?



Why is this relevant?



Main questions

• How do new radical right parties (NRPs) influence 

other parties’ positions?

• Do they make any difference?



Influence from coalition and

opposition

• NRPs more often than not remain in opposition and 
holding office has been shown to have a "taming effect" 
on NRPs or as some scholars have described it: "success 
in opposition – failure in government“ (Heinish, 2003). 

• The real effect of  the new radical parties results largely 
from the interaction between NRPs and mainstream 
parties regardless of  whether or not NRPs ever actually 
assume power (Minkenberg; Mudde, 2007).



“Legitimate” enemy 

• “Legitimate” Enemy (LE) – new radical parties 
utilize an enemy in their political agendas, which 
becomes “legitimate” when it is held responsible for 
public concerns, thus legitimizing its existence.

• The success of  NRPs is determined by introducing 
LEs in their agendas.



The “legitimate” enemy pattern
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British “legitimate” enemy – the EU

•Economic situation

•Housing

•Unemployment

•Healthcare

•Pensions

•Crime

•Education

•Immigration

•Environment

•Taxes

Public Concerns

•Economic situation

•Housing

•Unemployment

•Healthcare

•Pensions

•Crime

•Education

•Immigration

•Environment

•Taxes

UKIP's agenda •Withdrawal from the EU can help 
Britain to:

•restore British economy, cut national  
expenses and invest more money in 
domestic social spheres- housing, 
healthcare, pensions, and education; 
improve transport infrastructure and 
fight crime

•regain control of the UK's borders and 
control immigration 

•reduce certain taxes and cut EU-
related taxes altogether

The EU - the 
"legitimate" enemy



Main questions

• How do new radical right parties (NRPs) influence 

other parties’ positions?

• Do they make any difference?



UKIP 2010
Conservatives 2010

Labour 2010

UKIP 2015

Conservatives 2015
Labour 2015

Party positions: 2010-2015 UK elections
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Do NRPs matter?

• In majority voting games all of  the outcomes that arise 
from a variety of  common group decision processes are 
included in the uncovered set of  alternatives (Miller, 1980; 
Banks, 1985).

• The Uncovered Set helps predict electoral and legislative 
outcomes in majority-rule multidimensional settings (Miller 
1980).

• An NRP would matter, if  its appearance or disappearance 
would change the uncovered set of  the expected feasible 
outcomes in the legislative body.



The Uncovered Set

• Alternative x beats y, if  more voters prefer x to y. 
Alternative x covers y, if  x beats y, as well as every 
alternative beaten by y, therefore the UCS is a set of  
alternatives not covered by any other alternative.

• Since all final voting or legislation outcomes will 
always fall within the UCS, it can be used as a 
distinctive measure of  legislative preferences and 
outcomes.





“

”

Political extremism involves two prime 

ingredients: an excessively simple diagnosis of  

the world’s ills, and a conviction that there are 

identifiable villains back of  it all.

John W. Gardner

Secretary of  Health, Education, and Welfare under President 

Lyndon Johnson.


